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Abstract 
By studying the superlinear convergence of waveform relaxation method on finite time intervals, it has formerly been 
shown, by using the theory of quasinilpotent operators, that he convergence properties are largely determined by the graph 
properties of the splitting. In this paper, we show how the directed graphs associated to the decomposition are modified 
when overlapping splittings are used. In particular, we explain how overlapping should be used in order to best accelerate 
convergence of the iteration method. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
The waveform relaxation (WR) method was introduced in the early eighties in connection with 
electrical circuit simulation [4]. As the conventional numerical methods olve initial value problems 
step by step in time, the WR method takes advantage of parallel processing by solving smaller 
subproblems on the whole solution interval, and then iterates them to the desired accuracy. By 
considering a constant-coefficient linear model problem (1) on an infinite time interval, convergence 
results, which are independent of the length of the time interval, have been derived in [5]. The 
motivation of  this approach is that, especially for stiff problems, the idealization of  an infinite time 
window is reasonable. Convergence is linear in this case. 
The WR method can be considered as a generalization of  the classical Picard-Lindelrf iteration. 
It can also be shown to converge superlinearly on any finite time interval. Thus, in Banach spaces 
of  functions on [0, T], the associated iteration operator has zero spectrum. Such operators are called 
quasinilpotent, and the growth of their powers can be characterized by studying their resolvent 
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operators as entire functions in 1/), This has been done in [6], and we review briefly the results 
in Section 2. The useful concept here is the order of a quasinilpotent operator since it is related to 
the growth of powers of the operator. It was shown in [6] that, for our iteration operator, the order 
is determined from the graph structure corresponding to the splitting A = M - N of the matrix in 
the model problem (1). It is interesting to notice that this result is closely related to the accuracy 
increase in the WR method that Juang studied for block Gauss-Seidel iteration [3]. 
The WR method enables the parallel solution of subsystems considerably smaller than the original 
system. One way to try to accelerate convergence of the iteration is to let different subsystems 
overlap each other. This strategy of overlapping splittings was introduced by Jeltsch and Pohl [2], 
and it means that some of the variables are assigned to several subsystems. The slight increase in the 
size of the subsystems i compensated by faster convergence. Section 3.1 explains overlapping for 
our model problem, and Section 3.2 gives a description of it in terms of directed graphs associated 
to the matrices. The main contribution of this paper is to show that the order, of the iteration operator 
may decrease if overlapping is used. We also explain how overlapping should be done in order to 
decrease the order. In Section 3.3 it is shown that, for band matrices, it is even possible to give the 
order as a function of the bandwidth and the number of overlapping variables. 
2. Order and graphs 
2.1. Iteration operator and its resolvent 
Let A be a constant d by d, possibly complex matrix. We want to solve the initial value problem 
£c+Ax=f ,  x(0) = x0, (1) 
where the forcing function f generally depends on time t. The matrix A is decomposed asA - - -M-N 
and M would typically denote "diagonal blocks" and N "couplings". The iteration is 
£c k + Mx k = Nx k-1 + f ,  xk ( O ) =x0. (2) 
If nothing better is available, one can take x°(t)=x0. 
Introducing the following iteration operator 
J~ff u(t) := e-¢t-S)MNu(s) ds, (3) 
we can write (2) in the form 
xk = yXk-1 + 9, (4) 
where g(t):= e-'Uxo + fO e--¢t-s)M f (s )  ds" 
The resolvent operator of 3(( is defined as 
R(;, 3r) := (2 - ~)- l ,  
and for 2 # 0 it is given by 
' 
R(),, ~'~)g(t) : ~g(t)  + e--¢'--s)~M--~I/;~)N)Ng(s) ds. (5) 
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If the iteration is considered on any finite time interval [0, T], it is known that the iteration ultimately 
converges, i.e., the spectral radius p (X)= 0, if ~ is considered as an operator in C[0, T]. Bounded 
operators with spectrum equalling the origin are called quasinilpotent. Their resolvents are entire 
functions in 1/2 whose growth can be used to bound the powers of the operators. This is the reason 
why we want to introduce a property characterizing the growth of a quasinilpotent operator S((: the 
order of it. 
2.2. Order of the iteration operator 
Let [ [ be a fixed norm in cgd. We use the same notation for the induced matrix norm. In C[0, T], 
we use the norm 
IxlT : :  sup Ix(t)[. 
O<~t<~T 
The induced operator norm is I lr : :  SUplxr~:, I xlr. 
The order of an operator is defined to be the order of its resolvent. The resolvent of ~ is an 
operator-valued entire function in 1/2 and we define the order as follows. 
Definition 1. The order of .~(~ is 
log log(supl;g= ~ IR(2, Jr)[ r) 
o9 := lim sup (6) 
r~0 log(1/r) 
From (5), we can show ([6, Proposition 2.3]) that the norm of the resolvent R(2, J ( )  has the 
following bound. 
1 ~[2eT(IMI+(I/I;q)INI)[N] T IR(LX)[r ~< ~ + ~-- 
This shows that R()0,JY ~) grows essentially like (1/]212)e TINI/I;4 as 2--+0. From the definition we 
may conclude that the order of ~¢~ is at most one. 
As Definition 1 does not easily reveal the meaning of the order, in practice it is enough to know 
that if the order is finite, it can be given as the value co for which 
IR(LW)Ir ~< eI/I;q ..... 
holds for ~>0 with small enough 12[, but fails for e<0.  For constant operators the order is defined 
to be zero. 
The growth of the resolvent as 2--+ 0 and the decay of the powers are intimately related. The 
powers of the quasinilpotent i eration operator oYg of order o9 can be bounded for every e > 0 as 
[6, Proposition 3.6] 
zeo9 ,,(k+l)/e) 
IgC~klr ~< C~ (e + 1)k - -~)  , k= 1,2,3 .... , (7) 
where Q and ~ are finite constants. The length of the time interval T is hidden into r which can 
be represented as a constant.T. 
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The exact order of the iteration operator can be computed from its characteristic polynomial 
(z,) ( P ,~ =det  z I+m-  N (8) 
by solving z=z(1 /2 )  from P(z(1/2), 1/2)=0.  It is d-valued, and we denote its different branches 
by zj. If zj is not independent of 2, we define egj by 
z s =cj  +o as 2---+0 (9) 
(with cj ~ 0). If zj is independent of 2, then we define ~oj = 0. It is shown in [6] that maxj (oj gives 
the order of ~r, that is, o3 = max s o~j. 
Solving for z as a function of 2 from 
det(z2I + 2M - N)  = 0 (10) 
is equivalent to solving 
d 
p(2 ,z )  = pr ( ;Oz '  = o, 
r= 0 
(1l) 
where each Pr (defined by (10)) is a polynomial in 2. Their exact formulas can be given in graph 
terms if the determinant in (10) is expanded by diagonal elements. It turns out that pr(2) in (1 l ) 
are of the form 
pr(2) =- YWr(2M -- N),  
where wr(2M - N)  is the sum of all principal minors of order d - r in det(2M - N). It can more 
illustratively be given in terms of the circuits in the directed graph corresponding to the matrix 
2M - U [1]. 
We wish to find the smallest exponent e, (cl -~ 0) in the expansion 
Z=CI  2c' --~ c2A~:2-q - . . - ,  ~1<~2 < "" .  (12) 
This can be done using the Newton diagram [7]. For the diagram, we need to determine what is 
the smallest power of 2 occurring in Pr()~) (provided pr()~)~ 0). If it is denoted by s~, then the 
Newton diagram consists of points (r,s~), r=0 .... ,d and line segments between the points such 
that all points are either above or on the line segments. The slopes of the line segments then give 
the smallest exponent in the expansion (12) in such a way that descending line segments correspond 
to positive e~, ascending segments to negative e~, and horizontal segments to el = 0; for details, 
see [7]. 
In our case, the Newton diagram always contains the point (d,d),  and the other points (r, sr), 
r = 0 . . . . .  d - 1 have Sr >~ r. Thus, it is clear that e, is a rational number of the form el = - m/n, 
where 0 ~< m ~< n ~< d. To give the exact formula for e, in graph terms, we first need some definitions 
concerning raphs. 
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2.3. Order & graph terms 
Given a d x d matrix B we can associate to it a directed graph (digraph) G(B) containing d 
vertices vi. Each nonzero element Bgj of B corresponds to an edge of G(B) directed from vj to 
v~ and having the weight B~j. By circuits we mean not only loops in the directed graph, but also 
subgraphs which may consist of several oops. 
Definition 2. A subgraph of a directed graph is a circuit ~j if there are exactly two edges incident 
to each vertex vi, one of which is directed towards and the other outwards of vi. The length of a 
circuit l(Cgj) is the number of edges in it. 
Definition 3. Let ~¢j be a circuit in the directed graph G(A) and let A be decomposed as A = M-  N. 
Then nj is the number of edges in the circuit cgj corresponding to the nonzero elements of the 
matrix N. 
The edges in the intersection of G(N) and G(A) may also be called coupling edges. Thus, nj is 
the number of the coupling edges in the circuit cgj. Examples of graphs and circuits in them are 
given in Section 3. 
It has been shown in [6] that, ignoring possible cancellation of terms in the coefficients of pr, the 
smallest exponent in (12) is 
nj 
el = - max - -  
J l(%)' 
where the maximum is taken over all circuits in the directed graph G(M-  N). This result depends 
only on the structure of the matrices M and N and not on the value of their elements. The above 
ratio always gives the order of the iteration operator if there is only one circuit in G(M-  N) 
giving the maximum. Cancellation may occur only when there are several circuits with the same 
length and the same nj giving the maximum ratio, and then it depends on the values of the matrix 
elements. 
Theorem 4. The order of the iteration operator ~ has the upper bound 
nj 
o) ~ max - -  
J l (%)  
We also mention another result from [6] characterizing the relation between the order and the 
splitting for our iteration operator. 
Theorem 5. 5(( is of the order ~o < 1 /n C[0, T] tf and only if N is nilpotent. 
In the next section we will use mgraph := maxj nj/l(Cgj) for the order computed from the graph 
G(M -N).  By Theorem 4, the true order may sometimes be smaller than e3graph. 
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3. Overlapping splittings 
3.1. Overlapping in block Jacobi 
If M in the splitting A=M-  N is chosen to be a block diagonal of A, then the iteration (2) 
can clearly be computed in parallel for each small subsystem corresponding to one block of A. 
This is known as block Jacobi iteration. If the size of the original system was d and we use s 
subsystems (blocks), we only need to solve systems of size dis in parallel. The reduction of work 
(and time) is so large that one might as well increase the size of subsystems with a few components 
without losing this gain. The idea of overlapping was introduced by Jeltsch and Pohl [2] in order 
to accelerate convergence of WR iteration. For block Jacobi iteration, it can be best explained by 
an example. 
Example 6. Let 
2 -1  / 
A = -1  2 -1  
- 1 2 - -  l ' X•  (x l  x2 x3 x4 )T 
-1  2 
and we use two subsystems of same size, so that 
A=M -N= 
2 
- t  
0 ) 
2 _ 0 1 
2 -1  1 0 0 " 
-1  2 0 0 
The unknowns Xl,X 2 are solved for from the first subsystem S1 and X3,X 4 from the second $2. The 
directed graph G(A) is shown in Fig. l(a). The dashed edges are the coupling edges corresponding 
to N, and the self-loop edges corresponding to diagonal elements are left out from this, and all the 
following graphs, since they do not affect our studies. 
a) • o o • b) • • o o • 
G(A) G(~,) with o=1 
c) • • O O O • 
G(~,) with 0=2 
Fig. 1. Directed graphs of Example 6. Edges belonging to G(N) are denoted by dashed lines. Duplicated vertices are 
recognized by colour. 
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The idea of overlapping is that some components of the unknown vector are assigned to several 
subsystems, for example, x3 in this example. Then in (1), A is replaced by 
__  
2 -1  / 
-1  2 -1  
-1  2 -1  , 
-1  2 -1  
-1  2 
. I~(X 1 X 2 X3.1 X3.2 X4) T, 
and / -1 (0 0 0 / 
-21 2 -1  0 0 0 
-1  2 - 0 0 0 0 1 
2 - 1 0 0 0 
-1  0 0 
{XI,X2,X3.1) are obtained from the first subsystem and {X3.2,X4) from the second. The value used for 
x3 in the next iteration is taken as a linear combination x3= o~x3t + (1 - ~)x3.2 where ~ ~ [0, 1]. 
If we would have assigned both x2 and x3 to the two subsystems, we would have obtained a 
six-dimensional system where .~--(x~ x2.1 x3.1 x22 x3.2 x4) T and 
2 
-1  
7= -1  
-1  
2 -1  
-1  2 -1  
2 -1  
-1  2 -1  
-1  2 
The splitting of A=)Q-  ]V should now be obvious from the block structure of A. 
The number of overlapping components between subsystems were first one, then two in this 
example. This number is called the overlap and we denote it by o. 
In general, it is reasonable to assume that if we have s > 2 subsystems then: 
(A1) The overlapping components are assigned to at most two subsystems each. 
In the case of arbitrarily many subsystems, the overlap o can be defined as the maximum number 
of overlapping components in the intersections of subsystems Sj N Sk. 
3.2. Overlapping in graph terms 
We now want to explain, in general, how system (1) and iteration (2) are changed when over- 
lapping is used. Instead of the formulation in [2], which was in subsystem level, we describe the 
process for the whole system in order to better understand what happens to the directed graphs 
corresponding to A, M and N. We assume here that the splitting M-  N corresponds to block Jacobi 
iteration. This means that the components of x belonging to one subsystem ust have consecutive 
numbering, and M is block diagonal. 
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When we have chosen the overlapping components of x, we form the modification of system (1) 
as follows: 
I f  x~ from subsystem k~ is duplicated to subsystem k2, rename x~ to xi.k, and add a new component 
xi.k2 into subsystem k2. Duplicate the ith row of system (1), 
d 
j=¿  
and add the duplicated row to be the row corresponding to the index i.k2. 
Thus, each overlapped component increases the dimension of A by one by duplicating one of its 
rows and creating a new column to the new duplicated component. Between the integration sweeps, 
each overlapped component xj of x is postprocessed by replacing it (both copies) with a linear 
combination of the overlapped components ~jxj.k, + (1 - ~j)xj.k2. The effect for the whole solution 
can be described as a multiplication with a constant matrix E. The nonzeros of the matrix E are the 
following: 
each row i corresponding to a nonoverlapped vertex has Ei~= 1, 
each pair of rows j.kl and j.k2 corresponding to an overlapped vertex 
has ~j and (1 - ~j) in its j.kl and j.k2 column, respectively. 
Since E is such that NE=~7 for the block Jacobi iteration (because the overlapped components 
of x are in KerN), the analysis for the iteration operator holds without changes because from the 
iteration point of view, we replace (zI + M)-~N with (zI + ~I)-~NE. 
The effect of overlapping for the directed graph G(A) of A can be explained more simply: 
Duplicate the vertices of G(A) corresponding to the overlapped components. 
Duplicate the edges coming into the vertices corresponding to the overlapped components. 
The latter statement demands ome explanation. If a vertex v is duplicated from subsystem kl to 
subsystem k2, then, for the copy in kl, draw all edges incident o v in G(A) not coming from or 
going to subsystem k2. Similarly, for the copy of v in subsystem k2, draw the edges incident o v 
not intersecting subsystem k~. All these edges were also in G(A). The new edges are copies of the 
incoming edges of v. 
Example 6 (continued). The directed graphs of A and .~ are given in Fig. 1. The cycles giving 
max(nJl(Cgj)) in G(M-  N) or G(M-  N) are given in Fig. 2. 
In this example we have 
O (Dgraph 
0 2 ~--1 
1 ~=!  4 2 
2 2 1 _~___ _ 
6 3 
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a) • e o • b) • e 0 o • 
no overlap o=l 
c) • o o " "e/-''' o • 
o=2 
Fig. 2. Critical cycles of Example 6. Edges belonging to G(N) are denoted by dashed lines. 
and overlapping decreases (Dgraph and thus the order of the iteration operator. We must, of course, 
remember that the size of the subsystems increases when overlapping is used. 
We will prove that overlapping in general may decrease COgraph, or keep it unchanged, but never 
increases COgraph. Besides assumption (A1), we make the following assumption to simplify the proof. 
(A2) Only adjoinin9 subsystems (SI and S/+] ) are overlapped. 
With (A1) and (A2), we need only 
is divided into three lemmas. First, 
Let /7, denote the set of vertices 
the set of overlapping vertices (V= 
some vertices several times. 
consider the overlapping of two adjacent subsystems. The proof 
we introduce some notations. 
ES,. and not being overlapping vertices, ( i= 1,2), and let Vo be 
171 U/72 U Vo). By a nonsimple path we mean a path which visits 
Lemma 7. Assume that there is a nonsimple closed path P in G(A) such that it Toes through the 
different vertex sets in the order 
P:  
Assume, also, that the maximum incomin9 (or outgoing) deyree of vertices alon9 P (in the subyraph 
P) is 2, and the vertices of incomin9 degree 2 belon9 to Vo. Then the nonsimple closed path P 
becomes a simple closed path, that is, a cycle, in G(A). 
Proof. Let wi E Pl, ui E/7z and vi E Vo. Then P contains edges (wk, vl) and (urn, v,) in G(A). In the 
overlapping process, the overlapping vertices are duplicated and will be denoted v] and v~. Then 
G(+~) will contain the coupling edges (w~,v~) and (Um, V~). From the path P, we can construct a 
cycle in G(A) 
P:  vo 2 /72 Vo' --+/71 
since the vertices in Vo 2 and Vo J are now different copies of the vertices in Vo. Thus/5 is simple and 
closed, that is, a cycle. [] 
Remark 8. The assumption of maximum incoming degree 2 in P is connected to our assumption that 
the overlapping components are assigned to at most two subsystems. If this assumption is changed 
to allow overlapping of three or more subsystems, then the number 2 in Lemma 7 would also be 
changed. 
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Lemma 9. The only new cycles created in the overlapping process arise in the way described in 
Lemma 7. 
Proof. All cycles of G(A) also remain in G(.4). New cycles may arise only from the new edges 
created in overlapping. The only new edges are those "coupling edges" coming into the duplicated 
overlapped vertices from the other subsystem. So they are edges either from /?t ~ Vo or /?2 ~ Vo. [] 
Lemma 10. The new cycles arising in the overlapping process do not increase the maximum ratio 
of nj/l(Cgj) of the graph G(A). 
Proof. From the assumptions of Lemma 7, we conclude that the nonsimple closed path P contains 
at least two cycles (one going V1 ~ Vo ~/?l ,  the other going Vo ~ /?2 --+ Vo ), possibly more. If the 
cycle/3 has length L, then these cycles have lengths L~ <L and L2 <L. At least one of the subcycles 
contains two coupling edges of G(A), i.e., visits vertices both in SI and $2. Otherwise, the path P 
in the assumption of Lemma 7 would be impossible. The ratio in ~Ograph t us decreases ince 
2 2 2 1 2 
< i= 1, 2. 
L L~+L-L ,  L~ I+(L -L , ) / L ,  ~ '  
D 
Combining these three lemmas we have: 
Theorem 11. Let assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold. Then, using overlapping in block Jacobi iter- 
ation does not increase the ratio mgraph. 
From the proof of Lemma 10, we may also conclude the following result: 
Corollary 12. I f  the maximum in (/)graph /S attained only by the cycle ~l, and cg I can be contained 
into one of the subsystems using overlapping, then (/)graph decreases. 
This result tells how overlapping should be used in order to accelerate convergence of the 
iteration. 
The cycle (or cycles) attaining max(njl(Cgj)) in G(M - N) shouM be located and then the sub- 
systems overlapped in such a way that this cycle stays inside one of the enlarged subsystem. 
Example 13. We demonstrate Corollary 12 by an example where G(A) is shown in Fig. 3(a), and 
the dotted line shows the subsets SI and $2. Clearly, (Dgraph ~2 and is determined only by one cycle. 
Fig. 3(b) shows G(.4) after overlapping vertex 4 - mgraph becomes _2 6" 
If instead, we overlap vertices 2 and 3 as in Fig. 3(c), we do not have a decrease in (/)graph- 
Example 14. The example in Fig. 4 shows that it is sometimes even possible to decrease O)graph 
from 1 to 0 by overlapping. 
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2 i 5 ' . 
• 
3 0 i 6 0 ' " - _  
,0 
a) b) c) 
F ig .  3. 
F ig .  4.  
b) e ~ e  a) O- ~O--- ~0~ ~ O~ ~• ~- ~ - - ~- ~ -_ .~ 
Fig. 5. (a) Graph structure corresponding to a band matrix with b= 2. The edges with arrows in both heads are abbreviations 
of two edges connecting the vertices both ways. (b) Using overlap o= 1 in the graph of (a). 
The iteration operator sU here becomes nilpotent after overlapping, and its index of nilpotency is 
~< 3 by Theorem 6.12 of [6]. 
Remark 15. From the practical point of view, it is reasonable to assume that one variable is as- 
signed to at most two subsystems (A1). On the other hand, the other assumption (A2) is somewhat 
restrictive, since the numbering of the variables already determines whether they do or do not belong 
to adjoining subsystems. Thus, it is possible that the numbering also determines whether O)graph can 
be reduced by overlapping. If we remove assumption (A2), then new circuits could clearly rise in 
overlapping as well as in other ways than those described in Lemma 7. Obviously, the conclusion 
(Theorem 11) holds also in this case, but its proof would become more complicated. 
3.3. Overlapping for band matrices 
In Example 6, we could decrease the order O)graph when overlap was increased. The matrix A in 
the example was the so-called Laplacian matrix, which is a band matrix. We will now show how 
overlapping decreases the order for all band matrices. The bandwidth is denoted by 2b + 1, where 
b is the smallest integer k for which A/j=0 whenever ] i - j l  >k. 
Again, we only need to study overlapping between two consecutive subsystems, which we may 
denote S~ and $2. In graph terms, b= 1 means that each vertex is both ways connected to its nearest 
neighbours. For b= 2, G(A) is such that each vertex is both ways connected to its neighbouring 
vertices of maximum distance 2, and for b= n, G(A) is such that each vertex is both ways connected 
to its neighbouring vertices of maximum distance n. Fig. 1 shows the case b= 1 and Fig. 5(a) case 
b= 2; the general case should be obvious (if too messy to draw). 
We have already analysed overlapping for the case b= 1 in Example 6. The interface between 
the subsystems has o overlapping vertices, thus the coupling edge coming from one subsystem into 
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e-- :O= ~0 C~ ~--  : O= : • O'  ® 0 0 0 • 
a) b) 
Fig. 6. (a) Using overlap o=2 in the graph of a band matrix with b=2. (b) A critical circuit in the graph (a) giving 
maximum nJl(~j). 
~ V b +  1 V~ 1 . .~- -~ 
Vlo o . . ,o  • • v,e--'3...o o ' ,  
Vb+2 \ \ 
\. 0___. • .o.  o "-'o v~+ 2 
V(b+l).2 
a) b) 
Fig. 7. (a) Using overlap o<b does not change the indicated loop between the subsystems. (b) A critical circuit when 
overlap o= b is used. 
the other has to skip o vertices. From Figs. l and 2, we may conclude that the cycle between the 
subsystems has /(cgy)= o + o + 2--20 + 2 and n;= 2. We conclude that (/)graph = 1/ (O  ÷ 1 ). 
To see the bandwidth effects, consider the case b= 2 of Fig. 5(a). If we split the graph between 
the third and fourth vertices without overlapping, we cut three loops of lengths 2 giving COgraph= 1. If 
we overlap the third vertex as in Fig. 5(b), the loop between the second and third vertex remains in 
the graph giving (/)graph ~ 1 again. But if we overlap both the second and third vertex (o-- 2) in the 
original graph, we get the graph of Fig. 6(a) with no loops of length two between the subsystems. 
Fig. 6(b) gives one of the critical circuits having (Dgraph = 2. Going on drawing cases, overlap o= 3 
2 for o -4 .  and o= 4 shows that (/)graph does not decrease for o--3 but is 
In the general case, the length of the critical circuit is / (~; )=2 + 2[o/bJ. Since the graph of a 
band matrix contains loops as in Fig. 7(a), it is clear that these loops also stay in G(A) for overlap 
o= 1 .... , b - 1. So (Dgraph= 1 for these o. If o= b, then we duplicate b subsequent vertices as in Fig. 
7(b) and the critical circuit (one of them) 
V 1 ----+ U(b+l). 2 ~ Vb+ 2 ----+ V2.1 ---+ V I 
has length 4. If the overlap o= b + 1 .... ,2b -  1, we still get a circuit of length 4 and n j=  2, i.e., 
V 1 ---+V(b+l).2 ----+ 1o+ 2 ---+ U(o_b+2).l ---+ U1 . 
When o= 2b, the second edge of this circuit cannot occur because o + 2 - (b + 1 ) > b, and the length 
of the critical circuit increases to 6. The general result should now be obvious. 
Theorem 15. Let A be a band matrix of  bandwidth 2b ÷ 1 and use block Jacobi iteration with 
overlap o in (2). Then 
1 
Lo/bJ + l" 
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